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only those which are required for further access. The initial questline is "The Blood of Man" Part 1 and Part 2, which is
required to access the next optional questline. I will be adding a new optional questline once I get to the point in my game where
I unlock the Soulless Shaders. The game can be played without knowing anything about this other than the first quest, but the
current-state of the game (and the upcoming future-state) will be very different. You'll be able to do the optional questlines,
however I can't cover them all in this guide. The next optional questline is called "The Secrets of Sorcery", and includes three
different areas. Each area has two possible endings (sometimes more). These are shown below: However, I can not go through
every possible ending of every optional questline, so I can only cover the ones that are most relevant to this walkthrough. Here's
an overview of each main questline of Sorcery: Sorcery: The Band of Skyrim Vampires of Skyrim The Deathwalker The Blood
of Man 3. There are quite a few optional quests in the game, and this guide does not cover all of them. Instead, I will be
focusing on the story-lines that are relevant to the main questline. This is by no means a complete list, and if I missed something,
let me know in the comments! I can guarantee you'll be missing plenty of optional questlines, however. In case you're wondering
why this guide isn't about The Elder Scrolls: Oblivion, that's because I'm mostly only using guides from this game, and this
includes the guide for "The Deathwalker" here. This guide will be updated to have the content of all The Elder Scrolls games
once I get to the part where I have completed all the questlines in all three of the games. If you're reading this on a different
website, please support the site by accessing the main page via this link. Thank you! v1.0 – Initial version of this guide. In
progress. Contains various other guides such as this one and this one. v1.1 – Removed some obsolete content and included both
the link to the official DLC page and the video for the Blood of Man questline. v1.2 – Added The Secrets of Sorcery section.
There are now four optional questlines instead of three. v1.3 – Added The Eye of 82157476af
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